KAUP accessories
Contact pad coatings for KAUP Roll Clamps, for Appliance- and Carton Clamps and Drum Clamps
KAUP Contact pad coatings

for KAUP Roll Clamps, for Appliance- and Carton Clamps and Drum Clamps

The inner surface of the contact pads is very important on Roll Clamps as well as on Appliance- and Carton Clamps as it is in direct contact with the load to be handled. These KAUP Clamps can be fitted with different types of contact pad surfaces specifically suited to the application.

1. **Cast contact pads**  
   These can be applied universally and are suitable for most applications.

2. **Bulb plate pads**  
   They are an alternative to cast contact pads when special shapes and sizes are to be manufactured individually. Suitable for a multitude of applications.

3. **Polyurethane coating**  
   Bonded in several layers in a costly and complex process, it distinguishes itself through excellent friction. It is extremely durable, leaves no marks or streaks and can be used universally.

4. **Metal spray surface**  
   Contact pads with a metal spray surface distinguish themselves by having a low build-up and excellent friction. This surface should only be chosen for loads with a very hard surface.

5. **SIC surface**  
   Is also used for loads with a very hard top surface and characterizes excellent friction.

6. **Quartz sand coating**  
   Is chosen for loads with a very hard top surface which requires strong friction.

7. **Rubber lining**  
   Vulcanised onto the contact pads, it is an alternative to Polyurethane. It characterised through excellent friction and moulds to the surface of the load. This lining can be used for most applications.

8. **Secutex lining**  
   Made of Polyurethane cast around a metal grid. It is screwed onto the contact pads and can be exchanged easily if necessary. It distinguishes itself through excellent friction and durability.

9. **Cellasto coating**  
   This soft polyurethane foam coating distinguishes itself through excellent friction and the way it moulds to the surface of the load. This coating is mostly used for handling white goods.

10. **Round nap strap coating**  
    This coating is excellent for handling white and brown goods. It distinguishes itself through excellent friction and has low wear and tear qualities.

11. **Gripping nap strap coating**  
    The yellow coating is very soft, leaves no marks on the load and distinguishes itself through excellent friction. The black coating has low wear and tear qualities.

12. **Remagrip coating**  
    This diamond shaped soft rubber coating is used as standard on drum clamps. It is to a certain degree acid resistant.

13. **Quartz sand coating**  
    Is chosen for loads with a very hard top surface which requires strong friction.

KAUP attachments correspond to the requirements of the valid EC regulations regarding quality, safety and technical documentation. All technical data are subject to alteration.

KAUP is certified acc. to DIN EN ISO 9001